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Overview
With over 40 years experience in Sauna Cabin manufacturing we
pride ourselves on bringing our customers fantastic quality saunas
at affordable prices.
Sauna cabins provide a haven of tranquillity, a place to unwind,
cleanse your body and refresh your mind. We offer a range of cabins
from one person domestic saunas up to 14 seat commercial models.
Use a spare room or convert a garage or loft, most models can be
tailored to customer sizes and are available with full or partial glass
front or sides, please contact our technical advisors.

Commercial Infrared Sauna IR4030

Vision Finnish Sauna V2020

Traditional Finnish Sauna D2030

All cabins come complete with a full height safety glass door,
benches, a traditional rock sauna heater, accessories, fittings,
installation instructions and a user guide. Upgrades for sauna heater
and digital controls are available for all sized models.
Constructed from only the finest quality timber sourced from trusted
merchants with FSC and PEFC certification, all of our cabins are
designed for easy installation, no plumbing or drainage, plastering
or building work, all that is required is a space that leaves a 25mm
air gap all around the cabin and a suitable electrical power supply.
All Oceanic sauna heaters are CE tested by the independent testing
house Nemko .
Commercial and Home sauna cabins are supplied direct and can be
delivered to anywhere in Europe.

Bespoke Projects

Traditional Finnish Home Saunas
We are able to offer an almost limitless range of sauna cabins all
derived from a simple combination of full and half width panels.
The door mounted in it’s frame is the same size as a panel and entirely
simetrical, hence it will fit anywhere in the cabin layout and open to
the left or right. In many cabins it is possible to have more than one
bench layout, we are happy to advise on individual circumstances.
If the size of the cabin you require is not shown in our standard
price list please enquire with our sales office as additional sizes
can be obtained by altering configurations.
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Accessories

Celebration
Deluxe

A complete Finnish Sauna:
Oceanic sauna heater
Sauna rocks
Heater guard
Fully insulated panels
Glass door
Benches
Backrests
Floor mat
Water bucket & ladle
Sand timer
Thermometer
Towel & Fragrance rack
Lighting
Instructions and manuals
All trim timbers and fixings

Celebration

Deluxe

Celebration Lamp and Shade

Heater Guard and Rocks

Bucket & Ladle, Thermometer, Sand Timer

Towel & Fragrance Rack

We offer a choice of Celebration or Delux specification Sauna Cabins, the major
difference in these two specifications is the timber used for the benches, back
rests, head rests, floor mats and heater guard

Celebration
Our Celebration saunas are our most popular and cost effective specification,
they feature kiln dried Finnish Spruce timber for the benches, backrests, floor
mat and heater guard. this timer has small knots dotted throughout which
fits well with the panel claddings.The lighting provided is a sauna lamp and
wooden shade which gives the cabin a more relaxing atmosphere with it lower
lighting.

Deluxe
For those seeking extra style and comfort, our Deluxe specification offers an
upgrade to the Abachi timber for the benches, backrests, floor matt and heater
guard. The backrest has been given an additional slat and is ergonomically
curved for user comfort. Abachi timber is knot free hardwood with an attractive
appearance; it is selected for use in saunas due to its low thermal conductivity,
reducing the need for use of towels in the cabin.
The lighting provided is low voltage spot lights which give a brighter more
modern feel to the cabin.

Safety Glass Door
A full height clear glass door constructed from tempered safety
glass, featuring modern polished chrome hinges and matching
Ash and polished chrome handle with a magnetic catch.

Built in Controls Heater
Oceanic wall mount heater for home use with digital controls for
time and temperature are incorporated into the base of the unit. 1.5
hour timer with automatic high temperature safety cut off. Suitable
to single of three phase connection (4.5 - 6kw units)
ADVANTAGES:
• Only requires one cable to the heater from isolated mains supply
• No additional keypad required
• All in one cost effective option

OCSB External Digital Controls Heater
For the most reliable, accurate and quickest heating of your sauna
our simple to use OCSB control system is the best solution. Control
the time, temperature, lighting and fan from the easy to use
keypad that can be mounted up to 10m from the main control box,
typically on the front of the cabin. Heavy duty relays sequentially
switch the elements to ensure accurate and efficient control of the
internal sauna temperature which is measured by a wall mounted
temperature sensor.
ADVANTAGES:
• Remote keypad makes it easier to activate and control the
heater
• Heavy duty relays and sequential switching for prolonged life
of heater
• Higher temperatures can be reached with the internal
temperature sensor
• Faster heat up time
• Lighting and fan can be switched via the keypad

Wall mount sauna heater

OCSB duty control box

OCSB b duty controller

EOS Heater + OCSB Controls
A wall mounted Finnish style sauna heater
made in Germany by EOS these feature in the
light duty tradtional sauna cabins.
Advantages:
• long life incoloy heating elements,
• scratch resistant anthracite powder
coating with a pearl effect finish
• a die-cast aluminium top,
• designed for fast heat-up times and
powerful water infusions.

Floor standing heater
Oceanic Floor Standing heater with
OCS-B controls is available in 3 sizes:
9kw, 12kw and 15kw, low votage
control panel and high voltage control
box. Must be wired three phase.
ADVANTAGES:
• Built for heavy duty use
• Stainless Steel shell
• Large 25kg rock basket
• Long life incaloy elements

Behind the bench heater
The Oceanic behind bench heater with OCS-B controls is a wall mounted unit that is located behind a false
wall at the rear of the cabin. There are many advantages of this model of heater
ADVANTAGES:
Built for heavy duty use
Protected heating elements
Rocks do not come into contact with heating elements
Drip and eveporation trays control the water dosing. This prevents water being splashed directly onto the
elements which is a common cause of element failure in standard sauna heaters.
A water dish and hose are fitted with the behind bench heater, users pour water into this dish mounted
behind the false wall and the water is distributed evenly across the rocks.
Safer to use - prevents any accidental injuries from users being able to come into contact with the hot
surfaces of the heater
More energy efficient

Optional Extras
We offer a variety of optional extras that can be added onto
the sauna cabin, these are not essentirla for functionality of
the sauna however they may improve user experience.

Glazing
It is becoming increasingly popular to specify glazed panels
in the sauna. We offer a choice of half and fully glazed
panels. Please speak to a member of the sales team if you
are interested in glazing panels.

Herb Bowl

Bench infills and Lighting

Chromatherapy

The herb bowl hangs above the sauna
heater, as it steadily steams it provides an
increase in the cabin humidity. Users can mix
raw essential oils, fresh herbs, citrus fruits or
even Himilayan salts with the water in the
bowl to add a new dimension to the bathing
experience

Boxing in the benches with bench infills offers
an aesthetic improvement to the cabin, often
customers opt to have below bench lighting
in conjunction with the bench infills as they
produce a more subdued and relaxing ambience.

Boxing in the benches with bench infills
offers an aesthetic improvement to the cabin,
often customers opt to have below bench
lighting in conjunction with the bench infills
as they produce a more subdued and relaxing
ambience.

Speakers
Playing music in the sauna cabin can add to
the relaxation experience. It is possible to add
speakers at low level in the traditional sauna
cabin

Vision Glass and Hemlock Sauna Range

The Vision Range
Our Vision Range incorporates our highest quality
materials and techniques to produce our most
modern and elegant line of saunas.
What’s included?
• Knot free Canadian Hemlock timber
• Hidden nail panel cladding
• Abichi timber features
• Oceanic heater
• Tinted bronze glass
• Concealed linear LEDs bench lights
• Extra deep 6 slat benches
• Curved backrests
• Safety glass door
• Spot lighting
• Accessories

V2020

V2030

Optional Extras
If space is an issue or you would simply prefer the look of
the cabin with hemlock side panels instead of glass then it is
possible to switch these.
Our complete range of Vision sauna cabins is also avaliable
with clear glass.

Hemlock Timber

